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VTo all ’wko-m it may concern : 
Be it known that I, Ivan ÑVTDING, a citi 

zen of the VUnited States, and resident of 
Dorchester, in the county of Suffolk and 
State of ll.\/Iassachusetts, have 'invented an 
Improvement in Cement Ship Construction, 
of which the following description, in con-  
nection with the accompanying drawings, is 
a- specification, like letters on the drawings 
representing like parts. Y 
My'present invention is an improved .ship 

~construction employing a'novel, eiiicient and 
practicable method> of reinfo 1ced cement 
ship structure. _ 
During'the present disastrous attacks on 

the shipping of the world by continual sink 
ings of ocean carrying shipping, thereis a 
great demand for a practicable method of 
constructing` an ocean going and seaworthy 
vessel permittingv greatv speed in construc 
tion, as well as strength and cargo carrying 

’ Furthermore, the limitations in 
the securing ̀ of steel and wood as materials 
for “ship construction, have 'created ya de 
mand for other materials. `Prior to my 
present invention, efforts have been made 
to utilize cement, concrete or similar cemen 

Y.-titious mixtures, as a material for construct 
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ing shipping, but all such prior efforts, so 
far as I am aware, have been expensive, and 

unsuitable for ocean going ship 
ping or vessels which carry cargoes. I have 
discovered a method of construction which 
enables concrete, cement or the like, to be 
used advantageously, efficiently and expedi 
tiously in building substantial, seaworthy, 
ocean going and cargo-carryingy vessels, 
eliminating `the disadvantages heretofore 
found in the ̀ unsuccessfui efforts to build 
cement shipping and 1 producing a practi 

great speed in construction~ n 
` Furthermore, Vmy improved ship construc 
tion enables me to utilize a small amount of 
reinforcing metal and yet to provide a per 
fect protecting union between the metallic 
and cement portions of the vessel. I prefer 
to so arrange vthe reinforcing and cement 
material that the metallic framework will be 
capable of taking up, withstanding and ' 
.transmitting all strains and stresses to which 
a vessel lis subjected, while also protecting 

Vthe corner portions, edges, and the like of the 
concrete, particularly at stem and stern, gun 
wale Ystrake and' garboard portion or at 
either side of the keel. 

Other details of construction, combina 
tions of parts and advantages will be here 
after pointed out and claimed. 

Referring to the drawings illustrating 
my preferred cement and iron or steel ship 
construction, _ 
Figure i is a fragmentary mid-ship ver 

tical section;l . 
Fig. 2 is a plan view illustrating the stem 

and side construction, together with the me 
tallic deck structure, prior to filling with 
cement; . ~ , 

Fig. 3 is a conventional side view illus 
trating stem and stern truss structure in de 
tail, and a portion of the side framing prior 
to the application of the cement. 
In the construction of my novel vessel, I 

utilize a metallic frame, preferably of T 
irons for the ribs or frames, although it 
will be readily understood that I may also 
substitute channel irons or other devices, 
but for the construction herein illustrated, I 
consider the T-form of metal preferable. 
The ribs or frames A are'therefore herein 
shown as of T form, and are bent to shape 
in the usual manner of iron ship construc 
tion, it being readily appreciated that my 
novel type of reinforced concrete ship con 
struction is readily capable of being made on 
any model desired. Furthermore, the steel 
or iron frames are of> equal strength to that 
usually required in iron ship construction 
while the entire frame is greatly reinforced, 
strengthened and protected by the cement 
cover, as will be explained. Upon the T 
ribs A thus framed and bent I apply eX 
panded metal B, preferably on the outer sur 

. face _of the ribs, although it is also advisable 
in heavy construction, as illustrated in the 
drawings, to apply a similar layer of rein 
forced metal, also designated as B to the in 
ner edge of the ribs A. Any fastening de 
sired can be utilized to hold the expanded 
Ymetal on each side of the ribs. Cn the outer 
.layer of expanded metal I then apply a plu 
rality of longitudinal metal. stringers C, 

„ riveting or bolting the same through the in 
. termediate laye-r of expanded metal and the 
Tl heads of the ribs A, as clearly shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2. As` many longitudinal string 
ers C to give strength to the frame can be 
applied as is suitable. To the metallic 
framework thus briefly described, I apply 

Y the coating of cement D, which is so fitted 
as to entirely cover the stringers C on the 
outside and the inner layer of expanded 
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metal, thusI inclosing, protecting, binding, 
bonding and str_engtheningV the metallic 
frame. 'f Any suitable, cement or concrete 
may be employed, but I prefer to utilize one 
of the types of waterproofed concrete or the 

n >concrete maybe coif'ered by a waterproofing 
coating. „ 

For the deck construction I utilize similar 
T_beams A’, using longitudinal stringers C 
`and applyingthe cement coatingD entirely 
over the same, >equally .protecting the` deckV 
beams. In order to give >strength and' sea'd 

a‘heavy I-beam E for the keel, bracing the 
same Vby metallic members F,'bolte_d and 
secured in suitable manner andY all covered 
_by the coating D, which coating, however, 
is itself protected and covered by the bottomV 
flange of the I-beam E constituting the keel, 
so that no corner is here left exposed for the 
cement to break away- orbe damaged from 

Y grounding or the like. ' llílyconstruction also 
1 enables meto employ a lplurality of‘bilge 

25 
keels when desired. For'example, 'I secure 
a channel beamv G to the headsof theframes 
A and lit and bolt _therein ai bilge keel> _H 
which may be of wood, the arms of the chan 

” nel beam G protecting the adjacent edge 
portions of the covering or planking D and 
eliminating any- damage fromV the uneven 
expansion or contraction of the bilge mem 

f ber G; F or internal strengthening lcon 

' may besuitably braced, 
40 

v50 

«central keelson I’ 

g chions R. ` 

struction 1 use the'chann'el beams I which 
constitute eíi‘icient keelsons, and support the 
floor beams J ’and flooring K, a suitable 

being employed ̀ for 
greater strength in alinement with the keel 
E. The interior of my l 

preferably utilizing 
midship deck beams L, stanchions M, cor 
ner braces N and longitudinal T Vsteel deck 
braces,as indicated at T, all being suitably 
bolted together. At the gunwales I prefer 
to'reinforce the angles between deck and 
sides by angle steel clamps S, and to protect 
the outside and corner or edge of the deck 
and side' cement Vcovering vD by a similar an 
gle steel >member Q, running the entire 
length of thevessel, and bolted through to 
the'member S orÍ frames A, as well as being 
a> means of carryingßthe pipe rail stan~ 

VAt stem and stern I prefer'to employ spe-V 
cial steel truss constructions, which will not 
only reinforce and carry, hold and protect 
the'cement covering at these points, but will 
also-protect them by ltaking up and trans 
mitting any strains or blows directly to the 
steel frame of the vessel. YAs shown in Figs.` 
2 andY 3,‘the steel frame comprises a truss 
Vstructure consisting of, T irons iV, V bolted 
to braces VYV, the side stringers C and the en 

'tire length of the cement D on the same be~ 
ing'covered, protected and reinforced by the 
metallic cutwater U.' A similar construc 

Vcement D for both outer 

ship construction 
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tionis illustrated at the stern‘post and rud 
der, shown in Fig, 3 at Z, the sheer plan 
herein illustrated inwlfig.` i’fbeingV of the 
“double-onder” type, but the construction is 
not, of course, limited to this model. , 
In order; to still further protect the Vcement 

sides‘D I apply one or more longitudinalY 
reinforcing and Stringer members, prefer 
ably of T steel, such as indicated at P, Fig. 
1,` and which protects _the Vcement from 
danger ' by Y'contact _ with whar'ves, lighters 
or the like.v I may also apply a metallic 
reinforcing X to better hold and tie the two 
layers B, B, of expanded metal,"or the 
like, together. ` ' ` _ Y Y 

n It Vwill >be appreciated that I have illus 
tratedin the »drawings'the cement covering 
Dj of considerably greater thickness than is 
essential in practice. 

pound, will enable me to haveY the cover 
ing D of relatively less thickness than'would 
be necessary for wooden planking in a vessel 
of the same 
feasible to utilize „the 
for the outer skin or planking, using wooden 
sheathing for the'inside, similar to the floor 
ying K. However, I prefer tov have Y the 

sheathing, thus more eiiiciently protecting 
the 'Y metallic framework from damage by 
oXidization or other deteriorating influences, 
as well as solidify/ing,V the sides and frames.` 

tonnage,and it is, of course,Y 
cement covering only . 
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Y The use'of a proper Y' 
'waterproof and toughemngf cement com 

planking and inner ` 
95 

~ My construction employs f a relatively i 
light iron or steel framework and yet one 
which, Athrough its particular arrangement, 
spacing,.joining andV securing- together, is 
capable of withstanding the strains incident 
to ocean going vessels andVcargo-carrying 
shipping, which framework is‘ immensely 
reinforced by? the'cement covering, protect 
ing the metal throughout and in turn being 
protected by suitable metallic members at 
bow, stern, keel, bilge keels, and fender 
stringers, and deck edge or gunwale, or 
other' exposed edges or portions. The ar 
'rangement'of frames A and >longitudinal 
stringers C automatically holds ¿the outer 

tion, without relying upon' insecure fasten 
ings ofsaid expanded metal tothe frames. 
Furthermore, an important 'advantage in 
this construction is the economical use of 
metal and the fact that this construction 
permits of ready standardizationof parts, 
enabling the metal frames to be quickly as 
sembled and almost immediately the hull of 
the'ship is vconnaleted by. pouring in theoc 
mentY in suitable molds` spaced from: the 
metal frame. . The speed -of .construction 

. possible, the. economy in cost, both vof'mate 
rial andV labor, 
advantages in 
which are most 
ment. 

are important features and 
my present invention, `all of 
importantat the present mo~ 
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My invention is further described and de 
fined in the form of claims as follows: 

l. Reinforced concrete ship construction, 
comprising a metallic framework adapted 
to receive and hold a concrete covering, said 
framework including metallic protecting 
members for the corners, edges and exposed 
portions of said concrete, said protecting 
members being secured to and carried by the 
metallic framework. 

2. Reinforced concrete ship construction, 
comprising a metallic framework adapted 
to receive and hold a concrete covering on 
both inner and outer surfaces, the metal 
framework being inclosed within said con 
crete, a plurality of metal guard members 
projecting from the metallic framework and 
overlapping the outer surface of the con 
crete covering at corners, edges, stem, stern, 
rail, bilge, and the like, whereby said guard 
members will receive and transmit strains 
directly to the metal framework inclosed 
within the concrete covering. ‘ 

3. The improved method of reinforced 
concrete ship construction which consists in 
building a metallic framework with metal 

B 

truss-like timbers, securing to the same a 
metallic concrete receiving and holdin 
mesh, applying to said metal frameworê 
projecting guards at a greater distance from 
the concrete receiving mesh than the thick 
ness of the concrete to be applied, said guard 
members being adapted to overlap and pro 
tect the concrete at corners, edges, rail, keel, 
and the like, applyinßr concrete to said mesh 
on both sides thereof entirely ínclosing the 
metal members excepting said projecting 
guard members, whereby a reinforced con« 
crete ship construction is provided with the 
metal framework entirel inclosed in con~ 
crete whereby the covering of concrete is 
protected by metal guard members carried 
by the inclosed framework, at corners, 
edges, rail, and the like. 
In testimony whereof I have signed my 

name to this specification, in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

IVAR WIDING. 

Witnesses: 
GEO. R. TOWER, 
ALICE V. SMYTH. 
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